The Unlikelies

When Dimple met Rishi

by Carrie Firestone

by Sandhya Menon

Five teens forge an unlikely alliance to
embark on a summer of vigilante good
samaritanism throughout their
community until an effort to intervene
on behalf of a heroin-using friend finds
them in over their heads.

A heartfelt romantic comedy told from
the alternating perspectives of two
Indian-American teens whose parents
have arranged their marriage follows
the efforts of one to distance herself
from the agreement and the other to
woo his intended during a summer
program they are attending together.

The upside of unrequited

Windfall

by Becky Albertalli

by Jennifer E. Smith

Avoiding relationships to protect her
sensitive heart, plus-sized Molly supports
her once-cynical twin, Cassie, when the
latter has her own bout of lovesickness,
a situation that is complicated by sibling
dynamics and an unexpected romantic
triangle.
changing.

We come apart
by Brian Conaghan

While serving a community service
sentence for young offenders, a
Romanian immigrant boy and a troubled
British girl fall in love.

Well, that was awkward
by Rachel Vail

Setting aside her crush on a boy who
prefers her best friend, Gracie plays
Cyrano de Bergerac to help her friend
write clever texts to the boy, whose
equally witty replies suggest that he
may be getting assistance with his own
romantic communiqués.

Buying her crush a lottery ticket for his
18th birthday, Alice is astounded when
he wins, an unexpected situation that is
complicated by her parents' recent
deaths, her crush's absent father's
gambling debts and differing opinions
about how their relationship is

Words in deep blue
by Cath Crowley

Returning to the city and bookstore of
her youth, years after tucking a love
letter to her crush, Henry, within the
pages of his favorite book, Rachel
embarks on a revelatory correspondence
with Henry as she works alongside him
at the bookstore and finds herself
falling in love with him all over again.
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Romance
Reads for
Teens

Always and forever, Lara
Jean
by Jenny Han

A latest entry in the best-selling series
that includes P.S. I Still Love You finds
happy senior Lara Jean helping her
father plan his wedding while pursuing
options for college and wondering how
graduation will change her relationship with her boyfriend.

The best kind of magic
by Crystal Cestari

Inheriting nothing of her family's
magical abilities except a talent for
recognizing true love, Amber works at
her mother's magic shop and is distressed
to find herself falling for the mayor's
popular son, whose match is someone
else.

Letters to the lost
by Brigid Kemmerer

Leaving letters to her late photojournalist
mother on her grave, Juliet is surprised
when she receives an anonymous reply
from an equally lonely boy who she does
not realize is one of her classmates.

A million Junes

Romancing the Throne

by Emily Henry

by Nadine Jolie Courtney

Once and for all : a novel

Summer unscripted

A follow-up to The Love That Split the
World finds the daughter and son of two
long-feuding families falling in love while
trying to uncover the truth about a curse
that has plagued their bloodlines for
generations.

When an administration scandal at her
all-girls school threatens her university
prospects, Libby enrolls in her sister
Charlotte's posh boarding school, where
they become fierce rivals for the
affection of their classmate, the heir to
the throne of Britain.

by Jen Klein

by Sarah Dessen

Wishing for the focused direction that
her peers exhibit as graduation
approaches, Rainie pursues a boy whom
she is sure she is destined to love before
finding her head turned by a co-worker
with a complicated past.

Gaining considerable experience while
working for her cynical mother's
successful wedding-planner business
throughout her high school years, Louna
holds her own wary beliefs about love
before charming playboy Ambrose joins
the company and dares her to date while
he attempts a long-term relationship with one woman.

Queens of geek
by Jen Wilde

Three friends attend a fan convention
during which Charlie meets the actress
she has a crush on and Taylor comes to
realize her feelings for her best friend
Jamie.

Textrovert
by Lindsey Summers

When her phone is accidentally switched
with a phone belonging to a jock
classmate just as he departs for summer
football camp, a high school senior steps
out of the shadow of her more popular
twin brother and finds herself falling for
the boy when they meet to exchange
phones, despite having discovered the secret he's been keeping
along the way.

Toward a Secret Sky
Literall
Literallyy
by Lucy Keating

When a best-selling author announces a
new novel in progress, Annabelle, the
author's character, becomes determined to
live a life that has not been plotted out
for her.

by Heather MacLean

Ramona Blue
by Julie Murphy

Struggling with the loss of her home
and her dysfunctional family after
Hurricane Katrina, gay teen Ramona
finds solace in a new swimming hobby
while developing confusing feelings for a
boy who challenges her perceptions.

recruit her.

Sent to live with the Scottish
grandparents she has never met,
17-year-old orphan Maren receives an
encrypted journal from her late mother
that reveals her parents' affiliation with
a secret international organization that
terrorizes her community in its efforts to

